
Monday



Monday Vipers- Vocabulary. Use the images to help you match the key words to their 
definitions. Then, use a dictionary to check your answers
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Silver-
Uncover the meaning of your new words by trying to fill in the blanks with your word list. Then, use a 
dictionary to find the meaning of your new words

A Submarine  is _________ in water. As the submarine ________ into the 
water, spectators were ___________ by how much of a splash the 
submarine made! The sea was _______ as it seems to go on for miles. 
Everyone was ________ by the ripples in the water as they made pretty 
patterns.



Monday English- SPAG focus
Highlight any examples of expanded noun phrases.
An expanded noun phrase is made up of a noun and at least one adjective
E.g) shiny, new bicycles
Gold- Change three of the expanded noun phrases to make the writing more effective

Gold-
Up-leveled expanded noun phrases



English Monday- Comic strip and story map Task 2- Create a story map 
using the key events from 
your comic strip



Maths Monday Bronze



Maths Monday Silver



Maths Monday Gold



Describe yourself in French.

●
●
●
●









Tuesday



Tuesday Vipers.
Use the text below of ‘Heading down’ and highlight examples of:

- Adjectives- pink E.g) cramped
- Sentence openers- blue E.g) Not wanting to miss her chance
- Expanded noun phrases- yellow E.g) small, round windows

Gold Challenge: Explain why you think the author has 
included facts and descriptive vocabulary in this narrative

Gold challenge- What is the effect of using lots of descriptive language in a 
story?



Tuesday- Spag

Task- Please add some expanded noun phrases to each of these sentences from the story. 
I have highlighted the nouns to describe in yellow.

1) Sammy and his Grandmama were walking through the streets.

2) Sammy spotted a bookshop.

3) Sammy approached the shop.

4) In the distance, smoke drifted out of the chimney.

5) Suddenly, a voice emerged out of nowhere.

Eg) Sammy and his Grandmama were walking through the 
damp, dismal streets.



Tuesday- Boxing up the original story

E.g) Sammy and Grandmama go into 
the nearby town



Tuesday Bronze



Tuesday Silver
Gold

Answer the 
questions and 
come up with 
three of your own 
questions 
involving fractions.



RE- Sihk Stories
Task 1
Watch this Sikh story- The birth of Khalsa

https://www.sikhnet.com/stories/audio/vaisakhi-birth-khalsa

 What is the main message in this story?

Task 2
Watch this Sikh story- Nanak and the Cobra
https://www.sikhnet.com/stories/audio/nanak-and-cobra
What is the main message in this story?

My notes on- The Birth of Khalsa

My notes on Nanak and the Cobra

Challenge- Explain how both of these stories could be 
valuable to Non-Sikhs

https://www.sikhnet.com/stories/audio/vaisakhi-birth-khalsa
https://www.sikhnet.com/stories/audio/nanak-and-cobra


RE Task 3- Act it-
Use these images in order to retell the story of The Birth of Khalsa

1 2

3 4



Wednesday



Wednesday Vipers- Identifying the point of view in a narrative

Task 1- 
1) Read the sentences below from the text 

and decide which point of view they are 
written in.

Point of view pronouns

1)The dial in front of her told her she was 150 metres deep.  

2) Suddenly, she heard a strange, wailing sound.  

3) Mostly, she saw the inky black water. 

4) If she strained  her eyes and looked through the rear window, she could just about make out something moving in  
the darkness.  

5) The part of her brain that  was still concentrating flicked the cameras on to record what she’d found.  

Gold challenge- Rewrite these sentences, pretending that you are telling the story. Which person are you writing in 
now?



Point of view poster



Wednesday SPAG-

Adjective Up-leveled

Tall

Big

Small

Scary

Large

Fantastic

Sad

Task- Use an online thesaurus to up-level these adjectives. You could possibly use them in your story 
next week!



Wednesday English- planning opening and build-up



Wednesday Bronze



Wednesday Silver



Wednesday Gold



Wednesday Science



Wednesday Science



Wednesday Science



Thursday



Thursday Vipers- Prediction
Task 1- re-read the text
Task 2- Answer these questions in full sentences.
1) What do you think Layla’s father will say when she returns?
2) Based on what you know about Layla, do you think that she will make 

another trip under the sea?
Gold Challenge-
Create three of your own prediction questions

- Role-play the conversation between Layla and her Father when she 
returns.



Thursday- Spag Task 1) Label the nouns in this image.
2) Now create expanded noun phrases for each noun.

Eg) The 
miniature, 
white-spotted 
toadstool



Thursday English-Planning the problem and resolution



Thursday 
Bronze



Thursday Silver                          Gold to complete these questions and the challenge on                        
the following page





Art- Henri Rousseau Task- Here is a piece of artwork created by 
Henri Rousseau.
Task 1- Create the background by following a 
tutorial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Ht4txje86U

Task 2
Create the middleground, adding the animals 
into the drawing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3n_kNfLFty
0

Task 3
Add colour and shading to your drawings.

Enjoy :)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Ht4txje86U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3n_kNfLFty0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3n_kNfLFty0


PSHE- Picture News- What makes a good leader?





Different leaders... Read up about different leaders and create a poster on the next page, 
exploring 4 leaders and why they are important



..

Write here...
Write here...

Different 
leaders in 
my world

Year 5



Friday



Friday- Spag
Describe the Goblin Tea Party by using all of the 
expanded noun phrases you gathered yesterday.
Try to write 5-6 sentences

E.g)
At the Goblin Tea Party, there were small, 
mischievous goblins who loved jumping on the 
delicate, painted jugs.



Friday English- Planning the ending



Gold Task-
1)  Come up with 3 different endings to your story?
2) Ask somebody at home to rate your ending. See the 2 stars and a wish sheet below.

Now, include a plot twist

Act it! -Sales Pitch- Now, you have planned your story, pretend you are an author wanting to get their 
book ideas published. Follow the steps below and try and sell your story idea.

Friday English- Gold

                  Feedback on ending Act it questions to prepare:
1) Who are the main characters in your story?
2) How have you changed the settings in the 

story?
3) How does your plot develop?
4) What is the portal in the story and why 

have you chosen this?
5) What makes your story ending 

memorable?
6)



Friday 
Bronze



Friday Silver



Friday Gold



Friday PE


